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NOTE ON PETRIE DUALS AND HYPERCUBEEMBEDDINGS OF SEMIREGULARPOLYHEDRAMihel Deza
Address: Éole Normale Supérieure, 45 rue d'Ulm, 75005 Paris, Frane..E-mail:Mihel.Deza�ens.frAbstrat: A non-Platoni onvex polyhedron in R

3 is semiregular if it is vertex-transitive and its faes are regular polygons. The semiregular polyhedra onsist ofthe 13 Arhimedean solids and two in�nite families of n-sided prisms Prismn andantiprisms APrismn. The skeleton graphs (verties-edges) G(M) of the semireg-ular polyhedra and their duals are well-known GEM's (graph-enoded maps) M onthe sphere S
2. We ollet in the Table 1 data on two relatively new embeddings ofthose maps:1. the Euler harateristi χ of the surfae, on whih their maps skew(M) and

phial(M) embed;2. the hyperube embedding, if any, of the path-metri of the graph G(M).Keywords: partial metris; quasi-semimetris; oriented multiuts; onvex ones;omputational experiments.1. INTRODUCTIONIn this Note, an hyperube embedding of a map M means that 2d (doubled path-metri of its skeleton G(M)) isometrially embeds into the path-metri of somehalf-ube 1
2Hm. Isometri embedding of d in the path-metri of some hyperube

Hm implies isometri embedding of 2d into a Johnson graph J(2m, m), whihimplies isometri embedding of 2d in the path metri of 1
2H2m. If a graph admits



264 M. Dezaan hyperube embedding, then it is into a hyperube if and only if the graph isbipartite.A zigzag (or Petrie walk, left-right path) of a map M is an edge-iruit alternatingleft and right turns, i.e., any two, but not three, onseutive edges bound the samefae. The zigzag-set overs the edge-set exatly twie; so, the number e of edgesis the half the sum of the lengths of all zigzags of M . The Z-vetor of a mapenumerates lengths of its zigzags with their multipliities.Given a set X and �xed-point-free involutions A, B, C on X with AB = BAand 〈A, B, C〉 transitive on X , the quadruple (X ; A, B, C) de�nes a GEM (graph-enoded ombinatorial map) M , with its sets V (M), E(M), F (M), and Z(M)of verties, edges, faes, and zigzags given by the orbit-sets of the subgroups
〈A, C〉, 〈A, B〉, 〈C, B〉, and 〈C, AB〉 (ating on X), respetively. For a map
M=(X ; A, B, C), it holds [〈A, B, C〉 : 〈CA, CB〉] ≤ 2; the map M is alled ori-entable if this rank is 2.The usual Poinaré duality operation dual(M) interhanges the roles of A and
B; so, verties and faes are interhanged while edges and zigzags are left un-hanged. The operation Petrie dual (or skew(M)) on the map M interhanges
B and AB, i.e., faes and zigzags, leaving verties and edges. The operation
phial(M) interhanges verties and zigzags, leaving faes and edges. Clearly,
phial(M) = (skew(M∗))∗; so, χ(phial(M)) = χ(skew(M∗)). The operations
dual, skew, and phial are re�exions. The group 〈dual, skew〉 of six trialities is
S3 ≃ Sym3.

phial(Tetrahedron) skew(Tetrahedron)Figure 1: Folded (antipodal quotients of) Otahedron and Cube on the projetive planeThe folded maps on Figure 1 below are obtained by identifying opposite vertiesof Otahedron and Cube to get maps on the projetive plane. Skew(Cube) (seeFigure 2) and its dual, phial(Octahedron), are tori maps, while phial(Cube) and
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skew(Octahedron) are maps on a non-orientable surfae of genus 4, i.e., with
χ = −2.
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Figure 2: Two representation of skew(Cube): on the torus and as Cube with yli order ofenirled verties to their adjaent verties being reversed
Skew(Cube) (see Figure 2) and its dual, phial(Octahedron), are tori maps, while
phial(Cube) and skew(Octahedron) are maps on a non-orientable surfae of genus
4, i.e., with χ = −2.For bipartite oriented maps, the skew operation onsists of reversing orientation ofone of the parts of the bipartition. It is shown (Nedela et al., 2001) that skew(M)of an orientable map M is orientable if and only if M is bipartite.For a map M , denote by D, v, f , z, and e, respetively, the diameter of M , andthe numbers of verties, faes, zigzags, and edges of M . Clearly, χ(M)=v − e + f ,
χ(skew(M)) = v − e + z and χ(phial(M)) = f − e + z. So, for the maps M onthe sphere, χ(skew(M)) = (z + 2) − f and χ(phial(M)) = (z + 2) − v.Moreover, for a map M , let χs, denote the Euler harateristi of the surfaeon whih the skew map skew(M) (not M itself) embeds. Similarly, we use thenotation D∗, v∗, f∗, z∗, e∗, χ∗

s for the dual map M∗. Clearly, v∗ = f , f∗ = v, and
z∗ = z, e∗ = e. Also, the maps M and M∗ have the same Z-vetors.The Table 1 gives, for the maps M of the semiregular polyhedra, their Z-vetorsand number of edges; and, for the maps in a dual pair M, M∗, their diameters,(the strongest form of) their hyperube embeddings, the number of their verties,and the Euler harateristis of the Petrie dual. The numbers in last olumn areemphasized if (as it was found by a omputer) surfae is orientable.
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M : name, vertex on�gur. D, D∗ hyp. emb. M hyp. emb. M∗ v, v∗ e Z-vetor χs, χ∗

stetrahedron (3.3.3) 1,1 = 1
2H3, J(4, 1) = 1

2H3, J(4, 1) 4,4 6 43 1,1ube (4.4.4) 3,2 =H3 =J(4, 2) 8,6 12 64 0,-2dodeahedron (5.5.5) 5,3 →
1
2H10 →

1
2H6 20,12 30 106 -4,-12ubotahedron (3.4.3.4) 3,4 no → H4 12,14 24 86 -6,-4iosidodeahed. (3.5.3.5) 5,6 no → H6 30,32 60 1012 -18,-16tr.tetrahedron (3.6.6) 3,2 no →
1
2H7 12,8 18 123 -3,-7tr.otahedron (4.6.6) 6,3 → H6 no 24,14 36 126 -6,-16tr.ube (3.8.8) 6,3 no → J(12, 6) 24,14 36 184 -8,-18tr.iosahedron (5.6.6) 9,5 no →
1
2H10 60,32 90 1810 -20,-48tr.dodeahed. (3.10.10) 10,5 no →
1
2H26 60,32 90 306 -24,-52rhombiubota. (3.4.4.4) 5,5 → J(10, 5) no 24,26 48 128 -16,-14rhombiosidod. (3.4.5.4) 8,8 →

1
2H16 no 60,62 120 2012 -48,-46tr.ubotahedron (4.6.8) 9,4 → H9 no 48,26 72 188 -16,-38tr.iosidodeah. (4.6.10) 15,6 → H15 no 120,62 180 3012 -48,-106snub ube (3.3.3.3.4) 4,7 →
1
2H9 no 24,38 60 304

3,0 -32,-18snub dode. (3.3.3.3.5) 7,15 →
1
2H15 no 60,92 150 506

5,0 -84,-52
Prism3 2,2 → J(5, 2) →

1
2H4 6,5 9 183,6 -2,-3

Prismn>3, odd
n+1

2 ,2 → J(n+2, n+1
2 ) no 2n,n+2 3n 6nn,2n 1-n,3-2n

Prismn≡2 (mod 4)
n+2

2 ,2 → H n+2
2

no 2n,n+2 3n (3n n
2

,0)
2 2-n,4-2n

Prismn≡0 (mod 4)
n+2

2 ,2 → H n+2
2

no 2n,n+2 6n ( 3n
2 )4 4-n,6-2n

APrismn≡3 (mod 6)
n+1

2 ,3 → J(n+1, n+1
2 ) no 2n,2n+2 4n (2n)4 4-2n, 6-2n

APrismn≡0 (mod 6)
n
2 ,3 →

1
2 Hn+1 no 2n,2n+2 4n (2n)4 4-2n,6-2n

APrismn≡1,5 (mod 6)
n+1

2 ,3 → J(n+1, n+1
2 ) no 2n,2n+2 4n 2n; 6n0,2n 2-2n, 4-2n

APrismn≡2,4 (mod 6)
n
2 ,3 →

1
2 Hn+1 no 2n,2n+2 4n 2n; 6n0,2n 2-2n,4-2nTable 1: Hyperube embeddings, Z-vetors and surfaes of the Petrie duals of the semiregular polyhedra and of their duals



Note on Petrie Duals and Hyperube Embeddings... 267It turns out that in Table 1, the surfaes of skew(M) and skew(M∗) = (phial(M))∗are never both orientable. If one is orientable, it is always one with larger Eulerharateristi, i.e., with smaller number of faes.Apart from the Tetrahedron and the Prism3, exatly one of the maps M, M∗of semiregular polyhedra is hyperube embeddable. Apart for the Tetrahedron,all the hyperube embeddings are essentially unique. More details on hyperubeembedding of semiregular polyhedra and of their duals are given in Tables 4.1 and4.2 in Deza (Deza et al., 2004).REFERENCESDeza M., Grishukhin V.P. and Shtogrin M.I. (2004) Sale-isometri polytopal graphs in hyper-ubes and ubi latties, Imperial College Press and World Sienti�.Deza M.and M.Dutour M. (2005) Zigzag Struture of Complexes, Speial Issue of SEAMS Math.Bull. 29-2 301�320. arXiv:math/0405279v1 [math.CO℄Lins S. (1982) Graph-Enoded Maps, Journal of Combinatorial Theory B-32 171�181.Nedela R., �koviera M. and Zlato² A. (2001) Bipartite maps, Petrie duality and exponent groups,Atti Semin. Mat. Fis. Univ. Modena 49 Suppl. 109�133.


